
Letters 
THERE ARE A number of points to answer in Kevin Flude's 
thought-provoking letter on water and drainage in the amphi- 
theatre (LA 7, no 7,189-90). I will attempt to  deal with them all 
but it should be remembered that, although many of them 
touch upon lines of thought we are already pursuing, we have 
scarcely finished the excavation yet, let alone got very far with 
research! Furthermore it  is very difficult to do justice to  some 
of these subjects in a short letter. 

I agree with Kevin that the engineers who chose the site and 
then initiated the construction of the amphitheatre were prob- 
ably aware of the advantages of having running water flowing 
in a limited quantity through the site. This is not quite the same 
thing as actually choosing the site for that purpose - I think a 
number of other factors were probably more important for  this. 
Water may have been needed for a system of more or less open 
drains. Rather as in many continentalstreets to  thisday,a steady 
flow of water in roadsidegutters facilitates the speedy removal 
of rubbish, so it  may have been useful to  have water through an 
arena that could at times have resembled a charnel house. There 
is a school of thought that maintains that rivers,andpotentially 
the drains leading to them, were the fundamental means of 
disposal for human and animal bodies from amphitheatres (D. 
Kyle 'Disposal of victims from Roman arenas' unpub. conf. 
paper, 1992) - though I don't think the drains are large enough 
here! 

The alleged flooding of the Colosseum is controversial. Visi- 
tors to  Rome will remember that the area under the arena is a 
warren of vaulted passage ways and cells. The arena (sand) was 
probably spread over a f loor of timber planks over these vaults. 
It does not seem likely that this could have supported the 
weight of hundreds of tonnes of water, let alone have been 
watertight. The same point has been made about other large 
amphitheatres which have underground areas(see A. J. Brothers 
in I. M. Barton Roman Public Buildings(1989)). 

The drained lake which preceded the Colosseum was of course 
part of Nero's Domus aurea. In a politically astute gesture, 
Vespasian, in one of several measures to  ingratiate the new 
dynasty with Romans, designated the site of the vast private 
palace of the last Emperor as the location of his new and massive 
building for  public entertainment. 

Turning to mock sea-battles, Roland Auget amongst others 
admits the existence of naumachia but claims that they were 
exceptional and thinks that their staging is often wrongly 
inferred when "we recognise in provincial amphitheatres a 
means of flooding where only drainage channels exist." (R. 
Auget Cruelty and Civilisation (1972) 68). He points out that 
arenas were not normally sufficient for  the purpose: that 
Caesar, Augustus and Domitian had special basins (also called 
naumachia) dug in Rome, and Claudius gave a naumachia on 
the Fucine lake. He goes on to say that naumachia did not seem 
to have a long life. They are no longer mentioned in sources 
after themcentury -unlike venationesfor instance, which went 
on into the time of the Ostrogothic kingdoms, or chariot racing 
which went on into the Byzantine empire. 

Although it is true that Romans were excellent hydraulic 
engineers, the requirements for flooding and draining an arena 
would seem a lot greater than can be seen in the London 
amphitheatre. Like Kevin, I have not had the opportunity, as 
yet, to  do much work on this, but the mathematics involved 
must be relatively simple. There is only really one main water 
channel through the amphitheatre. Although this can, and 
probably should, be seen as a canalisation of a previously 

existing water course, the channelisusually nomore thano.3om 
wide and o.3om deep. This doesnot seem to me to provide a very 
substantial water source, hardly enough to fill speedily a basin 
of c2600 sq.m to a depth of at least 1.om (2600 cu.m = 2600 tonnes 
= 572,000 gallons!). 

Thereseems to me alogicalflaw with the argument about water 
escaping through the gravel arena. If, as Kevin suggests, the 
'gravel floor would have allowed swift drainage' when neces- 
sary, how could that have been prevented when the aim was to  
keep the water in? If, on the other hand, the arena surface did 
not drain easily how long would it take to  drain the entire basin 
through one narrow timber-lined gully? Incidentally, no evi- 
dence for anything resembling a sluice gate was identified at 
the point where the drain crossed the threshold of the eastern 
entrance way - though of course we haven't seen the other 
entrance-ways. 

On the other hand, an apparent anomaly was noted in at least 
one phase of the timber drains. The plank sides and bases were 
laid with the scarf joints facing the other way, suggesting a 
reversal of the flow of water - i.e. towards rather than from the 
arena. It is perhaps also unexpected that in their later phases 
these same timber drains head off t o  the north, (towards the 
spring line?) rather than as before to  the east, where they are 
presumed to disgorge into the Walbrook. However any con- 
struction placed upon these anomalies would be somewhat 
undermined by the fact that, just as before, thedrains are lowest 
where they leave the site. As things stand I remain sceptical of 
the suggestion that London's amphitheatre could ever have 
been used in this way. I hope, however, to  retain an open mind! 

Turning briefly to  the points Kevin makes in the second part of 
his letter, for  some timr. I have been interested in the political 
symbolism and function of amphitheatres. Though I think it is 
misleading to imagine that citizens, whether plebeian or not 
(and 'citizenship' may itself be a concept of limited applicability 
in discussion of Londinium-'s population), ever had anything 
that we would recognise as democratic rights, I also believe that 
the interaction of the ruled and the rulers at ludi, or more 
specifically munera and venationes, was fundamental to  the 
new imperial ideology developedin and after the 1st century AD 

(see amongst others K. Hopkins 'Murderous Games' in Deathand 
Renewal (1983) 14ff and M. Clavel-LkvOque L'Empire en Jeux 
(1984)). I t  does not seem to be an accident that the greatest 
developments in amphitheatre design, their spread across the 
Empire, and the elaboration of the kind of shows that went on 
them, happened under Caesar, Augustus and Vespasian, who 
may be regarded as the main architects of the new Imperial 
ideology. In this new era 'the amphitheatre was their parliament' 
(Hopkins op cit16; see also J Balsdon Life and Leisure in Ancient 
Rome (1969) 265). 

As Kevin points out, we need to explain why the Guildhall is 
situated directly over this large Roman monument. There is as 
yet no material evidence for any use of the site between the end 
of the 4th century and the beginning of the 11th; much less any 
evidence for continuity of civic organisation or public meeting. 
However onearea of possible future research must surely be the 
early history and origin of the folkmoot which in its later form 
lay just down the road by St Paul's. 

Nick Bateman, MOLAS 

AS A spectafor at the Rugby League Cup Finals between 1984 
and 1992 (inclusive), I can assure Kevin Flude (LA 7, no. 7,190) 
that a capacity crowd at Wembley Stadium is indeed vocal in 
expressing its opinion of members of the Government and 
Opposition present in the Royal Box. 

April Stride 
53 Albert Bridge Road 

London SE11 4QA 



The Plautian Fort in Mayfair? 
FOLLOWING the riposte to  'Metropolis in Mayf air?' (vol. 7, no. 
5) by Nicholas Fuentes ('The Plautian invasion base', vol. 7, no. 9), 
this brief reply is intended to restore the validity of the hypoth- 
esis that the Roman fort which preceded Cripplegate Fort was 
situated in the north-west corner of Mayfair. Firstly, the infor- 
mation provided by Nicholas Fuentes is here interpreted cor- 
rectly and is shown to support the Mayfair hypothesis; sec- 
ondly, important topographical features have been recognised 
recently which define the precise location in Mayfair. 

Map evidence 
One previous reference to a wrong map is a faux pas which, 
quite oddly, is rectified by Desmaretz's map as printed in 'The 
Plautian invasion base'. Considering the date of this map, the 
accuracy is very high, but minor inaccuracies are quite discern- 
able when it is compared to the 6in to  I mile edition of the 
Ordnance Survey map or the recent 1:2500o edition. As printed 
in vol. 7, no 9, Fig. I, the scale of Desmaretz's map is about 1:155oo. 
Accordingly, the distance of the f irst field boundary to the east 
of Park Lane is, on average, I55m, which compares quite closely 
to the I5om shown on Ordnance survey maps as the distance 
from Park Lane to Park Street. Furthermore, there is a sideways 
step of about 17m where this field boundary alternates from 
one side of Park Street to the other, probably due to unequal 
survival of archaeological remnants. Park Street today measures 
about 17m between buildings, and this would be a reasonable 
distance between buildings in oneof themain thoroughfares in 
a Roman fort. Desmaretz's map clearly offers real evidence of a 
trackway preceding Park Street, and is a valuable clue to the 
location of the Plautian fort. 

Also on Desmaretz's map can be seen the position of the kink in 
Park Lane where it skirted the standing prominence of the 
south-west corner of the wall of the fort. 

Topographical evidence 
On the assumption that the Plautian fort was located in the 
north-west corner of Mayfair, then the external perimeter 
would equate to  modern North Row, North Audley Street, 

Upper Grosvenor Street and Park Lane. The area is fairly flat 
and level at z5m OD, but with a gentle slope down to the south 
from Upper Brook Street to  Culross Street, falling nearly am. 
At the western end of Culross Street is a large hump whose crest 
practically coincides with the centre line of the building to the 
north, which faces onto Park Lane, and at the southern end of 
Blackburne's Mews is a large hump whose crest practically 
coincides with the centre of the building to the west, which 
faces onto Upper Grosvenor Street. These two humps cannot 
represent water-main pipes because such pipes could not be 
taken through the adjacent buildings, which are of Georgian or 
Victorian age. They certainly are not the much later gas-main 
pipes. Then these two humps would be the vestiges of the west 
wall and the south wall of the Plautian fort, where Roman 
engineers had raised an earth bank to match the4evel of ground 
in North Audley Street. Thus these two humps define the 
position of the south-west corner of the Plautian fort. 

Conclusion 
There appears to  be agreement on one point, that is that the 
marshalling area in AD 4 3  would adjoin those administrative 
headquarters which endured for a decade or more. Coin and 
other evidence adduced to favour Southwark merely confirms 
the surmise that there was incidental military activity in that 
area at that time. Also, Nicholas Fuentes has conveniently 
ignored the account by Suetonius; 17, which conflicts with the 
suspect transcription of the account of events following the 
arrival of Claudius in Britain (paragraph ZI of Dio LX). Any 
unbiased researcher should read both accounts. Several eminent 
historians and antiquarians have considered Westminster to  be 
the base camp, and thereby have cast some doubt on the 
Southwark theory, but have offered no positive counsel on the 
way ahead for  archaeolc~gists today. 

Hence,all thingsconsidered, thc question of the location of the 
Plautian fort remains open to debate, with Mayfair as the most 
logical hypothesis. 

Bill Sole 
2 A  Griffiths Road 

London sw19 ISP 

Excavations and post-excavation work 
City of London. Enquiries to  Museum of London Archaeol- 
ogy Service, Number One, London Wall, London ECZY SEA (071- 
972 9111). 
Croydon & District, processing and cataloguing of excavated 
and museum collections every Tuesday throughout the year. 
Archaeological reference collection of fabric types, domestic 
animal bones, clay tobacco pipes and glass ware also available 
for  comparative work. Enquiries to  Mrs MurielShaw, 28 Lismore 
Road, South Croydon, C R ~  ~ Q A  (081-688 2720). 

Greater London (except north-east and south-east London), 
by Museum of London Archaeology Service. Excavations and 
processingin all areas. General enquiries to MOLAS, Number One, 
London Wall, London ECZY SEA (071-972 9111). 

Borough of Greenwich. Cataloguing of excavated and other 
archaeological material, the majority from sites in the borough. 
For further information contact Greenwich Borough Mu- 
seum, 232 Plumstead High Street, London SE18 IJT (081-855 3240). 

Hammersmith & Fulham, by Fulham Archaeological Rescue 
Group. Processing of material from Fulham Palace. Tuesdays, 
7.45 p.m.-10 pm. at Fulham Palace, Bishop's Avenue, Fulham 
Palace Road, sw6. Contact Keith Whitehouse, 86 Clancarty 
Road, sw6 (071-731 4498). 

Kingston, by Kingston upon Thames Archaeological Society. 
Rescue sites in the town centre. Enquiries to  Kingston Heritage 
Centre, Fairf ield Road, Kingston (081-546 5386). 

North-east London, by Passmore Edwards Museum. Enquiries 
to  Pat Wilkinson, Newham Museum Service, Archaeology and 
Local History Centre, 31 Stock Street, E I ~  osx (081-472 4785). 

Surrey, by Surrey County Archaeological Unit. Enquiries to  
Rob Poulton, Archaeological Unit Manager, Planning Depart- 
ment, Pelham Lodge, Kingston, Surrey (081-541 9457). 

Vauxhall Pottery, by S6ut:hwat-k and Lambeth Archaeologi- 
cal Society. Processing of excavated material continues three 
nights a week. Enquiries to  S.L.A.S., c/o Cuming Museum, 155 
Walworth Road, s~17 (071-703 3324). 

Individual membership of the Comcil for British Archaeology 
includeslo issuesa year of BritishArchaeological News, as well as the 
supplement CBA Briefing, whichgivesdetailsof conferences, extra- 
mural courses, sumker schools, trainilagemavationsand sites where 
volunteers are needed. The subscription of b18p.a. includes postage, 
and should be sent to C.B.A., Bowes Morrell House, III Walmgate, 
York, TOI ZUA (0904 671417). 


